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We have studied self-assembled InAs quantum dot �QD� ensembles on GaAs�001� substrate using

polarized photovoltage spectroscopy. The photovoltage spectrum shows four prominent QD related

features whose nature differs for probe light incident along �001� and polarized parallel to �110� and

�11̄0� directions. The polarization anisotropy suggests that for the lowest energy transition there is

only a change in the oscillator strength with change in polarization, while for the higher energy

transitions there is also an apparent shift in the transition energy. By comparison with simulations

of the absorption spectrum, we show that the main features of the observed polarization anisotropy

can be understood on the basis of a model where an anisotropic two dimensional harmonic oscillator

potential represents the lateral confinement of the carriers within the QD in the �001� plane. © 2005

American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2132533�

Among the several interesting consequences of quantum

confinement in III–V semiconductor nanostructures is the ap-

pearance of optical polarization anisotropy in systems whose

underlying crystal structure has high symmetry. In self-

assembled InAs quantum dots �QDs� on GaAs�001� sub-

strates, one observes a difference between the �11̄0� and

�110� polarizations of the photoluminescence �PL� yield nor-

mal to the �001� plane. This is not expected in bulk crystals

with zinc blende structure. This anisotropy is important for

optoelectronic device applications, for example in fixing the

polarization of surface emitting lasers
1

and making polariza-

tion sensitive photodetectors.
2

Several microscopic origins of

QD potential anisotropy that can result in such optical polar-

ization anisotropy have been suggested. They include aniso-

tropic shape
1,3

and In/Ga distribution.
4

The latter may be

enhanced upon capping with GaAs due to anisotropic inter-

diffusion of In/Ga.
5

Varying strain
6

within the QD and con-

sequent valence band mixing
7,8

can also give rise to in-plane

optical anisotropy. A combination of strain and piezoelectric

effect has also been shown to be important.
9–11

Through PL

studies on single QDs, both shape
12

and electron-hole ex-

change interaction
13

have been suggested as the source of

polarization anisotropy in InP/Ga0.5In0.5P�001� QDs and pla-

nar electric fields
14

for InAs/GaAs�001� QDs. Here we focus

on an ensemble of such QDs.

Previous studies of optical polarization anisotropy in

InAs QDs have all relied on PL. In PL, which usually re-

quires low temperatures, information about the true density

of states is masked by the excess carrier capture/transfer/

population statistics, and emission is dominated by low en-

ergy transitions. Here we report polarized photovoltage �PV�

spectroscopy measurements. With PV one directly obtains

the absorption ��QD� spectrum up to the highest confined QD

levels,
15

at room temperature. Microscopic origins of the po-

tential anisotropy are difficult to quantify and their inclusion

requires involved calculations, while a phenomenological

model is more useful for device characteristics simulation.

We have simulated �QD using a model where an anisotropic

two-dimensional �2D� harmonic oscillator �HO� potential de-

termines carrier confinement in the �001� plane and com-

pared it with the observed polarization anisotropy.

InAs QDs were grown via Stranski-Krastanow growth

mode on p+ GaAs�001� substrate at 490 °C using molecular-

beam epitaxy. The samples had two InAs QD layers ��2

monolayer nominal thickness� separated by 50 nm and

placed within the i-GaAs region �850 nm� of a n-i-p struc-

ture. Atomic force microscope �AFM� pictures of the QDs

without the top GaAs cap, reveal an average height of 9 nm,

width of 40 nm and density of 2�1010 cm−2. Such QDs are

known to have small elongation ��10% � along �11̄0�1,5,14

and we too observed a small shape asymmetry but due to the

poor in-plane resolution of AFM we could not exactly quan-

tify the asymmetry. Optical polarization anisotropy was mea-

surable only in samples with narrow QD height distribution,

typically �5% of mean. PV measurements were performed

in the soft contact mode,
16

with the samples placed between

a transparent indium-tin-oxide coated glass and a copper

electrode. The probe beam was light from a 100 W tungsten

lamp dispersed by a grating monochromator �1 meV band-

pass�, polarized with a Glan-Taylor prism and mechanically

chopped at 23 Hz for phase sensitive detection. The samples

were mounted with the cleaved edges, which are parallel to

�110� and �11̄0�, aligned at ±45° to the monochromator slit

height �vertical� direction �Fig. 1�a� inset� and the polariza-a�
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tion axis was changed from 45° to −45°. This minimizes the

errors, due to the usually large difference in the throughput

for light polarization � and � to the vertical direction.

Figure 1�a� shows the room temperature PV signal Sx

and Sy from a QD sample for light incident along �001� � ẑ

and polarized with electric field vector Eê � �11̄0� � x̂ and

Eê � �110� � ŷ directions, respectively. The peaks at lower en-

ergies labeled p=1–4 are identified with inhomogeneously

broadened QD transitions. A feature due to the InAs wetting

layer �WL� at 1.347 eV �theoretically calculated value

�1.348 eV�, and one due to the GaAs barrier, are also seen.

The polarization anisotropy, defined as �Sy −Sx� / �Sy +Sx�, is

plotted in Fig. 1�b�. To test for errors we did measurements

on In0.65Ga0.35As/InP�001� quantum wells �Fig. 1�c��. This

control sample has no prominent features in the energy range

where the anisotropy related features are seen in the QD

sample. In the QD sample we find that at energies around the

p=1 peak, there is a near constant negative anisotropy while

at higher energies there are peaked features. However, the

peaks in the anisotropy plot do not coincide in energy with

peaks of the PV spectrum in Fig. 1�a�, and instead arise in

between the latter peaks �see vertical dashed line�. These

energy derivative-like features seem to suggest polarization

dependent transition energy shifts. To understand the origins

of such anisotropy we simulated �QD as follows.

Within the effective-mass envelope wave function ap-

proximation, we consider the carrier confinement potential of

the QD to be represented by a rectangular well along ẑ and a

parabolic 2D-HO potential in the x̂-ŷ plane.
17

Since the QD

height is much smaller than its lateral dimensions, the con-

finement energy for motion �ẑ and �ẑ can be calculated

separately under the adiabatic approximation.
18

The absorp-

tion spectrum is expected to be dominated by heavy-hole

transitions. The transitions occur from valence band states

labeled �lv ,mv ,nv=1� to conduction band states �lc ,mc ,nc

=1�, with energy

Elmn = Eg� + �l +
1

2����x
c + �x

v� + �m +
1

2����y
c + �y

v�

+ �Ez,n=1
c + �Ez,n=1

v . �1�

Eg� represents the strained InAs heavy-hole band gap minus

an effective exciton binding energy,
11

�Ez
c ,�Ez

v are the ẑ

confinement energies. The oscillator frequency �c

=	fKx /me
*, where Kx is the spring constant defining the in-

plane confinement potential along x̂, f defines an effective

band offset ratio for the in-plane potential and me
* the elec-

tron effective mass and so on. In the first approximation with

Kx=Ky, we can identify the p=1 peak with the �001� transi-

tion, p=2 with the two degenerate �101� and �011� transi-

tions and so on. Figure 2 shows the unpolarized PV spectrum

of the QDs fitted with a sum of four Gaussians representing

the QD transitions plus an InAs WL related exponential Ur-

bach tail. The Gaussians have nearly equal energy spacing as

expected from the model and as is also seen in PL

measurements.
19

The model also predicts an increase in �QD

proportional to p, arising from the degeneracy of the HO

levels. PV measurements, unlike PL, can verify this and the

inset of Fig. 2 shows that the relative area of the Gaussians,

is nearly proportional to p. With these justifications for the

2D-HO potential model we next consider the anisotropic

case where Ky =�2Kx, where � is the anisotropy parameter.

To calculate �QD we need the oscillator strengths O for the

transitions, and according to Kane’s model
6,20

Olmn �
1

2

 km

2 + kn
2

k2
x̂ +

kn
2 + kl

2

k2
ŷ +

kl
2 + km

2

k2
ẑ�

· ê�P�2	lclv	mcmv	ncnv. �2�

P is the optical momentum matrix element. The delta func-

tions determine the selection rules used. Here the wave vec-

tor k components �kx=kl, ky =km, kz=kn� for electrons are

implicitly equal to those for holes. Our model therefore re-

quires a shallow in-plane confinement potential for holes �f

FIG. 1. �a� PV signal Sx ,Sy at 297 K from an InAs QD sample on

GaAs�001�, for probe light incident along �001� �z, and polarized along

�11̄0� �x �black line�, and for �110� �y �gray line� directions, respectively.

The inset is a schematic of the sample orientation during measurement. �b�
Polarization anisotropy plot of the PV signal from the QD sample. �c� Po-

larization anisotropy plot of the PV signal from a control sample

�In0.65Ga0.35As/InP�001� quantum well�, where anisotropy is absent.

FIG. 2. The measured unpolarized PV spectrum �gray continuous line� and

the fitted line shape �dotted line�. The fitting function had four Gaussians

�thin continuous lines� whose sum �thick dashed line� represents the total

InAs QD contribution, plus an Urbach tail contribution �dash-dot line� from

the InAs WL. The inset shows the variation of the area of the gaussians with

peak index p, normalized to the area of the first �p=1�. The dashed line

�slope=1, intercept=0� is a guide for the eye.
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0.9�. A shallow hole confinement potential is also sug-

gested by capacitance-voltage measurements of Bock et al.
21

Using the p=1, 2 peak energies from experiment, and other

relevant band structure information
22

we deduce the initial

parameters keeping �=1. We then vary �, find the energies

and the wave functions, and fit sinusoidal functions to the

latter to estimate the k components. �QD line shapes were

taken to be gaussians of width equal to that for the p=1

feature, and the overall magnitude was scaled to match the

p=1 peak.

Figure 3�a� shows the simulated QD absorption spectra

for Eê � �11̄0� and for Eê � �110� with �=1.29 which best

matches our observations. The individual transitions are la-

beled and their energies and relative oscillator strengths are

also shown. Figure 3�b� has the simulated total polarized

absorption spectrum including the InAs WL and Fig. 3�c�
shows the polarization anisotropy. We see that the main char-

acteristics of the measured PV anisotropy spectrum, �i� a

constant negative value around p=1 and �ii� peaked features

at higher energy �with sharper rise than fall� arising in be-

tween peaks of the normal spectrum, are reproduced in the

simulation. The overall magnitude of the anisotropy is also

similar except for the absence of a rising background which

possibly originates from the microscopic details of the po-

tential and valence band mixing which are difficult to quan-

tify. Thus the model shows that due to confinement potential

anisotropy in the �001� plane, �i� the oscillator strength for

the lowest non degenerate �001� transition changes with po-

larization and �ii� the degeneracy of the higher levels is lifted

and energy splitting occurs. The oscillator strengths of these

higher energy transitions also vary with polarization in a

regular fashion such that the net result for the ensemble

manifests itself as an apparent shift in the transition energy

�see Fig. 3�a��. For �=1.29 the model predicts a lateral en-

velope wave function spread ��6� the HO characteristic

length scale 	� /�m*� of 43 and 38 nm along �11̄0� and

�110� direction, respectively, which is close to our measured

average lateral QD dimensions.

In conclusion, optical polarization anisotropy �in the

�001� plane� of self-assembled InAs QD ensembles on

GaAs�001� substrate is an important property of this system

with regard to optoelectronic device applications, especially

surface emitting lasers. We showed that polarized PV spec-

troscopy is an ideal nondestructive tool for room temperature

characterization of the anisotropy in the absorption spectrum

of an ensemble of such QDs. Furthermore, we showed that

the main characteristics of the optical polarization anisotropy

can be explained on the basis of an anisotropy of the carrier

confinement potential in the �001� plane, which can be mod-

eled using an anisotropic 2D-HO potential.
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FIG. 3. �a� Simulated QD absorption spectrum for Ex̂ � �11̄0� �black line�
and Eŷ � �110� �gray line�, with �=1.29. QD transitions are labeled and their

energies are indicated �thin vertical lines�, along with their relative oscillator

strengths for Ex̂ � �11̄0� �Eŷ � �110�� by circles �triangles�. �b� Simulated total

absorption spectra Ax and Ay, including the Urbach tail contribution �dash-

dot line� from the InAs WL �same as that in Fig. 2�, for Ex̂ � �11̄0� �black

line� and Eŷ � �110� �gray line�, respectively. The total unpolarized �QD is

also shown �dashed line�. �c� Simulated polarization anisotropy defined as

�Ay −Ax� / �Ay +Ax�.
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